The empirical situation concerning the decays of non-strange P wave baryon is For Large Nc non-strange gs baryons → N c quarks in the S irrep of spin-flavor SU(4).
The quark operator analysis n-body operator obtained as the product of color singlet 1-body operators.
• n-body operators need at least n quarks exchanging (n-1) gluons according to usual rules it carries a suppression factor (1/N c ) n-1
• Some operators may act as coherent → matrix elements of order N c , , 2 2 2 σ σ τ τ
The quark operator analysis corresponds to expand any operator associated with some observable as Unknown coefficients to be fitted 
Core wf Angular wf 
Examples
There are a few more reduction relations that can be derived for products of operators which matrix elements are taken between MS and S irrep. They are
Thus, only the following type of operators should be considered
We introduce the notation O [j,t] which implies that the operator O transform as the j-irrep of spin and the t-irrep of isospin. Thus, basic operators are
We should construct product of basic operators that transform as required.
For example a 2B operators with [2,1] (thus allowed for D waves π decay) is To construct 3B operators we have to consider all possible products of two core operators. Since we want, at most, contributions of order 1/Nc one of them should be G. Thus, the relevant products are
Here, j, t =0,1,2. Using commutation rules of SU(4) and the reduction rules valid for g.s. baryons (given in Manohar et al, PRD) we obtain a final set of independent two core operators which is
, ,
Once we have obtained the list of relevant spin-flavor operators we have still to "couple" them with the orbital transition operator ξ to total angular momentum 0 or 2 (S or D wave) and isospin 0 or 1 (η or π decays). For example, for S wave π decays we get 16 operators. They are 
Eta S waves operators
Eta D waves operator
We get 7 Eta S wave operators 16 Pion S wave operators 14 Eta D wave operators 30 Pion D wave operators Not all of them are independent in the subspaces of interest.
For η decays a subset of independent operators is Explicit calculation of the matrix elements shows that # independent operators is 2 η S wave operators , 4 π S wave operators 3 η D wave operators, 8 π D wave operators Pion S wave operators
For π decays a subset of independent operators is 
Relations quite well satisfied ! 
